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ABSTRACT

This article grants a narrative of the conception of American city plans for the Philip-
pine settlements of Baguio and Manila, two of the early twentieth century’s most
important exercises in city designing and nation-building. In so doing the work exam-
ines how the conceptualization and construction of the settlements in 1904–05 spoke
of America’s yearning to disassociate the Philippines away from its past as an ‘unciv-
ilized’ place, and to create a fresh national identity by means of instigating new
physical and cultural environments that epitomized imperial hopes, principles and
pride. Using well-established research methods to align political and cultural tran-
sitions occurring during the 1890s and early 1900s with the realization of instantly
recognizable new visions of nationhood in built environmental form, the article ven-
tures to explicate the connection between the evolution of American culture, the
‘modern’ art of civic design and imperial nation-building through a consideration
of environmental images, meanings and associations. In this manner it is antici-
pated that the work shall deepen the comprehension of how cultural, political, artistic
and environmental forces operated upon and affected each other during an era when
American society underwent profound evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

On 3 November 1899 The New York Times published an article titled ‘Filipinos
Unfit to Rule Themselves’. The piece averred that a new direction in American
policy towards the Philippines, a newly acquired colonial territory,1 was essen-

1 Although an American
colonial presence in
the Philippines had
been felt since the
ending of military
hostilities in
mid-August 1898
following the end of
the Spanish-American
War, the United States
did not formally
acquire colonial
control of the
Philippines until the
signing of the Treaty
of Paris on 10
December 1898 and
the payment of a sum
of twenty million
dollars to Spain.

tial for its future development. Offering a perspective described by Richard
Van Alstyne as the American imperium,2 that is the promotion of both Amer-

2 Van Alstyne, R. (1965),
The Rising American
Empire, 1.

ican influence and sovereignty over distant lands and foreign people, The New
York Times claimed America’s guiding hand was required given political and
military upheavals that had occurred during the 1890s in East Asia. To sup-
port this claim a number of reasons were put forward. Firstly, it was suggested
an American presence would encourage a sense of nationhood hitherto lack-
ing: ‘The Filipinos are not a nation, but a variegated assemblage of different
tribes and peoples, and their loyalty is still with the tribe.’3 Thus, the newspa-

3 Anon (1899), ‘Filipinos
unfit to rule
themselves’, The New
York Times, 3
November.

per recommended, ‘only through American occupation is the idea of a united
Philippine commonwealth at all conceivable.’4 In addition, pertaining to the

4 Anon, ‘Filipinos unfit to
rule themselves’.

lengthy history of Spanish colonial rule within the Philippine Archipelago5 the

5 The Spanish first arrived
in the Philippines in
March 1521.

newspaper remarked that owing to the Filipinos lack of experience in self-
governing,6 lawlessness would occur if the US influence established after the

6 Anon, ‘Filipinos unfit to
rule themselves’.

Spanish-American War (1898) was removed: ‘Should our power by any fatal-
ity be withdrawn the Philippines would speedily lapse into anarchy.’7 Yet as

7 Anon, ‘Filipinos unfit to
rule themselves’.

meaningful as these political points were, The New York Times also outlined
moral imperatives entrenched in contemporary American thinking, matters
that helped reinforce the belief that the Philippines was a country in need,
that Filipinos could not govern themselves8 and that America’s presence was

8 Ablett, P. (2004),
‘Colonialism in denial:
US propaganda in the
Philippine-American
war’, Social
Alternatives, 23, 22.

entirely justifiable. Morally, The New York Times said, ‘the welfare of the Fil-
ipinos coincides with the dictates of national honour’9 and this, with reference

9 Ablett, ‘Colonialism in
denial: US
propaganda in the
Philippine-
American war’.

to President William McKinley’s speech at the Home Market Club in Boston
in February 1899, meant American concern was not ‘for territory or trade or
empire, but for the [Filipino] people, whose interest and destiny, without our
willing it, has been put in our hands’. As such America believed it had a duty
to endeavour to do ‘the very best we could by them, as our fellow men for
whom Christ also died’.10 Yet how was this to be achieved? By bestowing ‘bless-
ings of freedom, and civil and religious liberty, of education, and of homes’.11

Emancipation ‘from savage indolence and habits’12 would thus be granted.
When appreciating why the United States was so determined after 189813

10 Zinn, H. (2001), A
People’s History of the
United States:
1492-Present,
Brooklyn, NY: Jusara
Book Shop, p. 313.

11 Anon (1899), ‘The
imperial myth’, The
New York Times, 23
March.

12 Anon, ‘The imperial
myth’.

13 Filipino’s by and large
were initially
welcoming of the
Americans in the
archipelago but
towards the end of
1898, when it
became clear that the
US government did

to firstly maintain its presence within the Philippines and secondly introduce
political and moral conventions that ignored the local cultural context, four con-
textual factors broadly related to its definition of governmental responsibility
should be recognized. The first matter of note centres upon the view that the
Philippine Islands contained a more backward civilization than those seen in
other colonial possessions acquired from Spain after the signing of the Treaty of
Paris. Such an opinion, held for instance by Theodore Roosevelt, a Lieutenant
Colonel who served in the army in the Philippines, and who in 1901 became
president of the United States, insinuated that the Philippine Islands were in a
desperate social state and in immediate need of ‘civilizing’.14 The second factor
hinges upon the American belief that Filipinos were the most intelligent of all
foreign populations encountered after the end of the Spanish-American War,15

and as a result it was they who had the greatest potential to being receptive to
the adoption of foreign cultural mores and so the taking on of ‘modernity’ and
‘progress’.16 Such a perspective was especially important in light of the prelim-
inary observations of the Philippine Commission, who reported that the vast
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majority of the local population were uneducated and that ‘intelligent public
opinion on which popular government rests does not exist in the Philippines.’17

As such Filipinos were ripe for ‘development’. Thirdly, the occupation of the

not support Philippine
independence, local
attitudes towards
Americans turned to
disappointment and
anger.Philippines must be seen through the lens of America’s past and its grasp of

destiny: ‘Our history has been a continuous history of expansion [. . .]. Expan-
sion was a national and “racial” inheritance, a deep and irresistible inner

14 US citizens were able
to get a first-hand
opportunity of the
‘savage nature’ of
Filipinos and their
‘backward’ way of
life at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition
where a full-scale
Igorot village, with a
population of 1100,
was built. See S. Ade
(2004), ‘The passions
of Suzie Wong
revisited’, Aboriginal
Intelligence,
January 4.

15 Report by Admiral
Dewey to Secretary
of the US Navy John
Long, 27 June 1898.

16 Emilio Aguinaldo, as
the self-proclaimed
first president of the
Philippine
Republican
Government wrote a
letter to the nation
on January 1899 of
America’s ‘malignant
intention of
degrading us in the
eyes of the civilised
world’. See Taylor,
John, R. M. (1971),
The Philippine
Insurrection Against
the United States, vol.
3, Pasay City,
Philippines: Eugenio
Lopez Foundation,
pp. 508–10.

necessity.’18 To acquire territory overseas therefore represented a broadening of

17 The Preliminary Report
of the Philippine
Commission, 2
November 1899.

America’s ability to subjugate hostile territory and peoples, a process that began
in the late 1500s when Christians arrived from Europe and encountered native
Indians in North America. The final contextual factor of significance is tied
to nineteenth-century racial discourse and the brief Anglo-Saxon Americans
saw themselves having to redeem and enlighten a ‘barbarous race’, as Alfred
Beveridge, Senator for Indiana, described the Filipinos.19 From this platform
of racial superiority Beveridge and others, including Theodore Roosevelt who
viewed Filipinos as ‘half-caste Christians, warlike Muslims and wild pagans’,20

contended that the United States could not renounce its mission as civilizer
of the world.21 After all, so said The New York Post, if American colonialism
was to be defined by unshackling people from a tribal state of development,22

it was about concurrently placing them ‘in the pathway of the world’s best
civilization’23 too. Accordingly America, with profound faith in its culture and
God,24 would, in the words of President McKinley, act ‘not as invaders or con-
querors but as friends’25 so as to uplift, civilize and Christianize.26 To achieve
such a goal27 three interrelated political, cultural and environmental mecha-
nisms were to be built from the ground up28: a new governmental system; a
new civil society; new surroundings for people to live and work.29

As previously touched upon, when contemplating US expansionism

18 Hofstadter, R.
(1952), ‘Manifest
destiny and the
Philippines’, in D.
Aaron (ed.),
America in Crisis,
New York: Knopf,
p.193.

19 Bartlett, R. J. (1956),
The Record of
American
Diplomacy, New
York: Alfred A.
Knopf, p. 385.

20 Ninkovich, F.
(2001), The United
States and
Imperialism,
Malden, MA:
Blackwell, p. 52.

acknowledgment must be given to the Spanish-American War, an event that
permitted for the first time in US history territorial growth beyond North
America.30 As a consequence of this defining historical moment not only did
the United States emerge as an imperial power,31 but the country’s identity
must be understood to shift. America was no longer seen to be just another
nation. As a result of the war it now had a different standing. It was from
1898 a country with an imperial identity.32 It was so to speak one of the ‘great
powers’.33 Notably too for the first time America had to comprehend the major
challenges tied to administering colonies.34 These included, by way of exam-
ple, how to construct and implement political, legal and economic structures
needed to govern in distant lands. Furthermore this had to be done without
giving the impression of ruling by iniquitous belligerence35 because America
did not see itself as engaging in imperialistic ‘medieval tyranny’36 by holding
territories permanently, as European nations had sought to do in the nine-
teenth century, but rather it perceived itself as merely acting as a lease-holder
in places such as the Philippines until the local population could demonstrate
the capacity to self-rule.37 Likewise other challenges had to be faced and over-
come. From 1898, 7.6 million Filipinos38 came under American authority; yet
these persons despite having to accept American values and practices were in
all likelihood never going to be offered full American citizenship.39 This real-
ity could empower them to rebel against their foreign masters. What’s more
the population comprised various ethnic groups with their own dialects and
cultural norms, and were dispersed across an agglomeration of thousands of
islands that in many instances had never fully been under Spanish control
before the 1890s.40 This actuality, combined with the knowledge that the Fil-
ipino people during the 1890s had overthrown Spain in their own right and
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were well on their own course to nationhood, made the task of governing very
thorny. For these reasons the American political consensus recommended the
adoption of English as the basic national language of the Philippines41 and a
distinct governmental system to initiate and sustain authority and ‘develop-
ment’ across the archipelago: ‘a central organisation that could monopolize the
means of coercion, contain other forms of social power, and thereby fulfil the
function of governing the alien inhabitants’.42

21 Ninkovich, The United
States and
Imperialism, p. 385.

22 Kramer, P. A. (2010),
‘America’s race war
in the Philippines’, in
D. Merrill (ed.),
Major Problems in
American Foreign
Relations vol. 1: To
1920, p. 387.

23 Anon, ‘The imperial
myth’; Bartlett, The
Record of American
Diplomacy, p. 385.

24 Strong, J. (1891), Our
Country: Its Possible
Future and Present
Crisis, p. 210.

Inappreciating how the Americans established their governmental system,

25 Nadeau, K. (2008), The
History of the
Philippines, p. 50.

26 Zinn, A People’s History
of the United States:
1492-Present, p. 313.

27 The notion of
imparting
civilization, religion
and moral codes to
Filipinos was first
introduced by the
Spanish in the
sixteenth century. As
part of this process
the traditional village
patterns of the
indigenous
population were
altered. Andaya, L. Y.
(2001), ‘Ethnicity in
the Philippine
revolution’, in F.
Rodao and F. N.
Rodriguez (eds), The
Philippine Revolution
of 1896, pp. 52–58.

28 Go, J. and Foster, A. L.
(2003), The American
Colonial State in the
Philippines, p. 3.

29 In reality other
elements were also
involved in this
process, e.g. the
disestablishment of
the Catholic Church
in the Philippines (in
1903).

30 Greene, T. P. (1955),
American Imperialism
in 1898, p. v.

31 Willoughby, W. F.
(1905), Territories and
Dependencies of the
United States, p. 7.

32 Ninkovich, The United
States and
Imperialism, p. 30.

an important yet commonly bypassed topic must be addressed – the subject
of bureaucracy and the influence of a plethora of persons working at different
civil service levels. In view of this, as May (1980: 3) has made known, there were
many persons engaged in US colonial policy-making, and because they often
disagreed about strategic objectives ‘it would be accurate to say that during the
years 1900–13, the United States pursued simultaneously several, sometimes
contradictory Philippine policies.’43 Yet, notably, in contrast to this general sit-
uation two interrelated components of American colonial policy related to the
Philippines was much more settled: the means to improve living conditions –
the view that no Filipino had yet been born with the capacity to govern the
archipelago.44 At the forefront of policy-making pertaining to living conditions
was the Philippine Commission, a body created by President McKinley in Jan-
uary 1899 (Figure 1). To achieve the hugely important goal of instigating social
betterment, the Commission was guided by McKinley’s ‘benevolent assimila-
tion’ proclamation (made in December 1898) that outlined through a letter of
instructions to the Commission in early 1899 an ideology for civil advancement:
a merger of local customs with American political and cultural principles,45 a
union to respect the traditions and social life of Filipinos yet one that modifies
them ‘to conform to our fundamental ideas of justice’.46

Figure 1: The Philippine Commission in 1900. From left to right: Dean Worcester,
Henry Clay Ide, William Taft, Bernard Moses and Luke Wright. Taft headed the
Committee, and with it administered the colony.
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By January 1901 William Taft and Dean Worcester, members of the
Philippine Commission, outlined the significance of urban places to colonial

33 Greene, American
Imperialism in 1898,
p. v.

34 Ninkovich, The United
States and
Imperialism, p. 9;
Schurz, C. (1899),
‘American
imperialism’, Speech
given at University of
Chicago, 4
January 1899.

35 Sonne, W. (2004),
Representing the State:
Capital City Planning
in the Early Twentieth
Century, p. 89.

36 Roosevelt, T. (1899),
‘The strenuous life’,
speech given at the
Hamilton Club,
Chicago on 10 April
1899; Beveridge, A.
(1899), For the
Greater Republic, Not
for Imperialism, p. 16.

37 Salamanca, B. S.
(1984), The Filipino
Reaction to American
Rule, 1901–13, p. 45.

38 Aguilós, R. S. B. (1999),
‘Church realities in
the Philippines:
1900–65’, Anuario de
Historia de la Iglesia,
7, p. 205.

39 Greene, American
Imperialism in 1898,
p. v.

40 Ninkovich, The United
States and
Imperialism, p. 189.

governance. In Taft’s opinion America’s authority was heavily reliant upon
developing towns and cities in the Philippines because of the fact that urban
communities in the framework of US history post-1776 were the seats of
government, 47 and thus the sites where political and social aspirations were
brought into being. Furthermore due to the cultural evolution of American soci-
ety throughout the 1800s urban places were by the end of the century viewed
as the foundation and hope of civilization,48 the locales where civic virtues
were generated.49 As Zueblin noted: ‘The city is symbolically, as well as ety-
mologically, the basis of civilization.’50 For the domineering Worcester51 the
task of promoting ‘the duties of good citizenship’52 was of paramount impor-
tance. Urban places he argued were imperative to successful governance and
so citizenship in the Philippines. In the milieu of ‘benevolent assimilation’ set-
tlements would help model Filipino people and their society along American,
i.e. civilized, lines thereby eradicating tribal matters that served to undermine
the legitimacy of the American State,53 and so ‘progress’. Settlements Worces-
ter contended would, for example, socialize the local population in efficient
government so that ultimately they could assume the responsibilities of self-
autonomy. Without settlements, therefore, the fundamental aim of US policy
to bestow civilization, satisfy the ambitions of Filipinos,54 develop nationhood
and prepare them for sovereignty could never be realized. Filipinos would con-
sequently, opined fellow Philippine Commissioner Bernard Moses, continue to
be barbarians55 with loyalty to their tribe not nation.

US URBAN CULTURE, THE 1893 TURNING POINT AND THE BURNHAM
FACTOR

If the 1890s was a turning point in US history due to the country engaging

41 Roosevelt, Colonial
Policies of the
United States.,
1937, p. 152.

42 Go and Foster, The
American Colonial
State in the
Philippines, p. 7.

43 May, G. A. (1980),
Social Engineering
in the Philippines:
The Aims,
Execution, and
Impact of American
Colonial Policy,
1900–13, p. 3.

44 The US-controlled
media in the
Philippines, such
as The Manila
Times, offers a
window into
contemporary
American
attitudes towards
Filipinos, their
society and
culture, and local
(US) politics. See
Anon (1902),

in an overseas war and becoming an imperial power for the first time then
the decade should also be recognized for other notable developments, ones
occurring within US society that affected the nature of colonial ventures. As a
case in point, the nation’s population rose by 21%56 between 1890 and 1900.
The urban population grew by 37%.57 What’s more the 1890s bore witness to
a major economic depression, the rise of Republican politics and changes in
American architectural theory and practice,58 one inspired by not only the sur-
facing of skyscrapers within the cityscape but a renewed interest in Classical
architecture and Pierre L’Enfant’s late eighteenth-century plan for Washing-
ton DC. This augmenting curiosity in L’Enfant and Classicism was principally
derived from the same source – French Beaux Arts ideas and practices, and
as an emerging canon of modern culture and American taste the Beaux Arts
received a major fillip thanks to the Columbian World’s Fair in Chicago in 1893.

Established as part of the 400th anniversary celebrations of Columbus’
landing in the Americas the success of the World’s Fair, and by this it is meant
not only the 27 million visitors who attended the event but the widespread
lauding of the environmental plan for the 600-acre exposition by Daniel Burn-
ham and Frederick Law Olmsted Jr, had a monumental impact upon the
evolution of modern American culture. As Sutcliffe (1981: 98) remarked, ‘most
Americans had never seen anything like it,’59 and in the context of haphazard
urban growth, and the ever-growing contrast between the look of American
cities and settlements in Europe, the visual and spatial order of the White
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Figure 2: Photographs such as these, from Jacob Riis’ How the Other Half Lives
(1890), not only revealed the disorganization and poor visual quality of modern US
urban environments but also revealed the prevalence of social problems.

City, as it was known, was hugely impacting60: ‘In the midst of a very real
and very earthly city [Chicago] [. . .] we saw a great many features of what an
ideal city might be, a great many visions which perhaps will one day become

‘Filipino not born
who could govern
the Islands’, The
Manila Times, 18
March, Anon (1905),
‘Kill the Snake’, The
Manila Times, 16
March, and Anon
(1905), ‘American
democracy in the
Orient’, The Manila
Times, 6 October.

45 Three means were
suggested to
marry Filipino and
American
customs, three
means that had
contributed most
to the maturation
of US society:
political training, a
public education
system and
economic
development. See
May, Social
Engineering in the
Philippines: The
Aims, Execution,
and Impact of
American Colonial
Policy,
1900–13, p. 17.

46 Jessup, P. C. (1964),
Elihu Root vol. 1,
pp. 345–46.

47 Anon (1901), Manila
Times, 31 January.

48 Ely, R. T. (1913),
Great Cities in
America, p. 4;
Fairfield, J. D.
(2010), The Public
and Its Possibilities:
Triumphs and
Tragedies in the
American City,
p. 150.

49 Mattson, K. (1998),
Creating a
Democratic Public:
The Struggle for
Urban Participatory
Democracy during
the Progressive Era,
pp. 16–24.

50 Zueblin, C. (1905),
ADecade of Civic
Develop-
ment, p. 167.

51 Stanley, P. W.
(1984), ‘The voice
of Worcester is the
voice of God:
How one
American found
fulfilment in the
Philippines’, in P.
W. Stanley (ed.),
Reappraising an
Empire: New
Perspectives on
Philippine-
American History,
p. 128.

solid facts, and so remove the blot and failure of modern civilization.’61 Spawn-
ing new-found social confidence in architects62 to deal with the aesthetic and
functional failings of settlements, a fact broadly recognized by their social prob-
lems (figure 2), disorganized urban forms and lack of visual charm,63 the White
City heralded a new urban design epoch. It offered a persuasive new model
as to what modern urban design could achieve which, notably, was ‘widely
understood and approved’.64

Even though a great deal has been written of the White City,65 it is notice-
able that much less has been said of its association with the art of civic design.66

As a case in point, whilst it is known that the buildings shared a common aes-
thetic style, Classical, that the colour of the buildings were the same, white, and
the edifices were constructed of the same principal materials, wood, iron and
steel,67 much less attention has been given to explicating the strong degree of
spatial conformity established throughout the environment and the manufac-
ture of monumental vistas to and from important edifices. Generally speaking,
little attention has been placed by cultural historians, in particular, upon the
symmetrically organized environment of the exposition, and its significance in
unveiling the virtues of comprehensive urban designing to modern America
at an important time in its cultural and political development. Furthermore, as
Adams revealed, the White City’s grand layout was not just about design.68

It ‘was the most socialist achievement in history, the result of many minds
inspired by a common aim of working for the common good’.69 Simply put,
not since L’Enfant’s plan for Washington DC (in 1791) had an environment
been of such national inspiration and value, and to downplay this is detri-
mental to grasping America’s cultural evolution. To emphasize this point it is
imperative to appraise, if albeit momentarily, how America’s identity from this
time was shaped. Commonly notice in explaining this is placed upon Frederick
Jackson Turner’s ‘frontier thesis’,70 a hypothesis suggesting America’s national
identity by the 1890s was borne from a pioneer spirit and an ability to tame
the wilds of the North American continent. In comparison little is said of the
White City or Daniel Burnham with regard to America’s grasping of itself. Yet
as the planning mastermind of the World’s Fair Burnham shifted the cultural
path of the country, and with it proved that America’s future was in urban not
rural locales. In effect Burnham demonstrated, like Turner, that America was at
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a frontier but one based not so much on the cowboy or the conquest of seem-
ingly impenetrable lands but rather on the subjugation of its own-made ills, its
socio-economic fragmentation and changing citizenship brought about my
massive influxes of immigrants. Of course before the World’s Fair Burnham’s

52 Minutes of the meeting
of the Philippine
Commission, 31
January 1901, MPS
vol. 1.

53 Kramer, ‘America’s race
war in the
Philippines’, p. 387.

54 Philippine Commission
Report, vol. 1, 1901,
p. 84.

55 May, Social Engineering
in the Philippines: The
Aims, Execution, and
Impact of American
Colonial Policy,
1900–13, p. 11.

56 The 12th United States
Census, 1900. The
national population
had risen from
62,979,766 in 1890 to
76,212,168 by 1900.

57 Howe, F. C. (1912), The
City: The Hope of
Democracy, p. 11.

58 Mumford, L. (1955),
Sticks and Stones: The
Study of American
Architecture and
Civilization, p. 123.

59 Sutcliffe, A. (1981),
Towards the Planned
City, p. 98.

image of America as a nation exemplified by cities with tidily formed groups
of buildings and spaces71 would have been unimaginable72 given the aesthetic
squalor of cities,73 a visual poverty without parallel in the industrial world.74

But, from 1893 until about 191575 it was Burnham’s modernist vision that dom-
inated city development and with it reshaped America’s cultural nature. It was
Burnham too, as this article shall now disclose, who forged the link between
modernity, nationality and city living. It was he who, through the medium
of grandiose architectural and spatial design, pioneered modern urban design
practices and granted new opportunities to display national might and cultural
progress in both America and, by the early 1900s, in colonial cities as well.

Notwithstanding the White City’s impact upon US society, it must nonethe-

60 Rubin, B. (1979),
‘Aesthetic
ideology and
urban design’,
Annals of the
Association of
American
Geographers, 69: 3,
p. 345.

61 Adams, J. C. (1896),
‘What a Great City
might be – A
lesson from the
White City’, The
New England
Magazine, 14, p. 3.

62 Sutcliffe, Towards the
Planned City, p. 98.

63 Morley,I. (2008),
British Provincial
Civic Design and
the Building of
Late-Victorian and
Edwardian Cities,
1880–1914, p. 253.

64 Cawelti, J. C. (1968),
‘America on
display: The
world’s fairs of
1876, 1893, 1933’,
in F. C. Jahar (ed.),
The Age of
Industrialism in
American, p. 319.

less not be forgotten that in terms of its design it was inherently European. It
was, as Wilson described, a product of America’s ‘discovery of Europe’76 and
this actuality should not be readily dismissed when it comes to studies of urban
design. To reiterate this point, the buildings and environmental plan, as already
noted, were Classically, Roman, inspired77, and so associated with displays of
pomp and power. However despite this importing of European aesthetic and
spatial elements into North America the exposition’s built environment was
understood, at least in North America, to be American. A number of reasons
may be suggested for this. To begin with the White City was created and built by
American minds/men. Symbolically this tied the event, its environment, build-
ings and their styles to the ‘American nation’ and its evolution. Secondly, in
the milieu of the rise of modernist thought at the very end of the 1800s it
may be argued that the distinct nature and meaning of contemporary Amer-
ican architectural practice aided a recovery of US history. Therefore in light
of the post-1893 American urban ideal being the comprehensively organized
settlement, a place of the character put forward at the White City, Americans
only had to look to their capital city, Washington DC, and with it L’Enfant’s
urban plan, to find an exemplar. Thirdly, as American society was known to
be getting wealthier and demographically larger, consequences of industrial-
ization and immigration, this had not up till then yielded a general rise in
order, dignity and quality within urban communities. Hence discourse arose
that American settlements should take on an improved ambience and through
utilizing art and spatial order of the kind seen at the World’s Fair this could help
upgrade the quality of cities. What’s more as social problems were increasingly
thought to be ‘to a large degree problems of environment’78 urban betterment
would be able to, in light of the ambiguous contemporary understanding of
environmentalism and art’s uplifting capacities,79 promote livability and core
American cultural principles, e.g. the rule of law, democracy and personals
freedom balanced against the needs of state.80 This, reformers argued, would
establish a more integrated form of citizenry81 and to politicians concerned
about immigration82 and social problems urban design in theory83 would help
assimilate social groups, even the outwardly uncivilized multitudes of newly
arrived immigrants,84 into the spiritual, intellectual and material path Ameri-
can society had hitherto taken.85 What’s more if urban design could be used
within America to elevate the condition of society, then it could also have uses
within colonial territories.
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REBUILDINGANDREFORMINGAMERICANCITIES, ANDCIVICDESIGN

Given that the 1890s was a watershed in American history, the first years of the

65 Smith, C. S. (1984),
Chicago and the
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twentieth century were the ‘dawn of a new day’86 – a time when in Theodore
Roosevelt’s words ‘The American boy became an American man.87 Character-
ized by the growth of wealth, consumerism and materialism, the development
of technology and education, it was also America’s first age of urban planning.88

Blazing this trail was the 1901–02 McMillan Plan for Washington DC by Daniel
Burnham, Frederick Law Olmsted Jr, Charles McKim and Augustus Saint-
Gaudens. Whilst superficially appearing to be an exercise in straight line urban
designing and the creating of lengthy open spaces, the project actually incor-
porated matters extending beyond just aesthetics and spatial arranging due to
the circumstances and spirit of the age. For example, as America’s first compre-
hensive planning project,89 the City Beautiful’s most important civic model, it
presented a fresh visualization of a modern city, an impression that extended
into issues of nationhood thanks to, on the one hand, the Republican Party’s
nationalist dogma dominating the city’s and nation’s political circles90 and, on
the other hand, the form of the McMillan Plan bringing back to life the coun-
try’s Classical heritage.91 Succinctly put, the McMillan Plan came to act not
only as a reference for ‘proper’ modern urban design within America’s forma-
tive city-planning narrative,92 but in addition the ‘new city’ it manufactured
was construed to be a national symbol, an emblem of cultural cohesion. The
project thus renewed a literal and symbolic environment belonging to America
as an ‘imagined community’, albeit one by 1900 under the tutelage of a Saxon-
Protestantism elite, in so doing deepening the sense of identity people within
its borders held and the reverence too towards the traditions and the principles
upon which their society was founded. As scholars such as Benedict Anderson
and David Cannadine93 have spelled out, imagining marks a crucial step in the
evolution of citizenship and nationhood which, in the setting of the early 1900s
America’s first major civic design project, accentuated the foundation unit of
America’s political being, the federal government building, the Capitol.

Vital to understanding ‘new Washington’ was, to repeat somewhat an
earlier comment, the significance of the chronological context because, in
Gournay’s words, the McMillan Plan arrived ‘at the right time and in the right
place’.94 To renew the US capital city through physical order, monumentality
and formality95had a deeply powerful impact during an era when the nation
was experiencing social problems, rapid urban growth, nationalist fervour and
an enlarging international standing. Given these matters, and the fact too that
art and popular culture were uniting as a result of the success of the White
City, the McMillan Plan’s nature extended the alleged value of aesthetics and
with this it indicated a shift in the meaning of civic governance. From this
point onwards beauty and urban design were fundamental to public authori-
ties wishing to instigate urban improvement96 in terms of elevating the physical
condition of a settlement and the mindset of residents. Likewise, the reading
of the scheme through the sprouting nationalist prism meant Washington DC’s
environment was no longer just an environment situated in America, but it
was a place of the nation. Accordingly, Americans identified themselves with
it, the existence of their nation and all that it stands for. Hence by the early
1900s wherever Americans were to take ‘civilization’ (as a result of imperi-
alism) so too would they take their political institutions, cultural mores and
environmental models, especially malls at the front of prominent public build-
ings as shall now be explained.
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Despite giving Baroque-style order to Washington DC’s environment and
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enhancing too the city’s visual quality, the McMillan Plan must in the setting
of the early 1900s be recognized for its subliminal imperialistic overtones. In
terms of civic design the key to understanding how connotations of the Amer-
ican might and supremacy became manifest stem from the redesigning of the
Mall into a 3-kilometer long, 800-foot wide open space. In opening up the
Mall new symbolic meaning to the art of civic design and the ‘imagined’ Amer-
ican nation became evident, one in which symbolic capital was articulated by
the placing of the sweeping space at the front of the Capitol which thereby
accorded it, the edifice and the institution it represents, great prestige97 and
by the space, America’s ‘front lawn’, expressing ideals and social principles
through formal and informal public activity within it.98 In this regard the design
of the McMillan Plan did numerous things that alluded to America’s identity as
a consequence of its sprouting global status. Firstly, the McMillan Plan removed
features such as a railway station, greenhouses and a market building that had
over the course of previous decades defiled L’Enfant’s original urban design
idea for the city.99 By eliminating these unsightly objects the physical heart of
the settlement, as offered at the time of the founding of the US Republic,100

was brought back into being. This reunited the Mall to the history and charac-
ter of the United States, in so doing permitting it from 1902 to take on a unique
standing in the national consciousness. Accordingly, Malls were suggested for
numerous other large-sized settlements thereby affirming the notion that cities
to be ‘modern’, ‘American’ and ‘great’101 required a monumental core.102 To
encapsulate these points the Mall must be acknowledged for incorporating
concepts like the ‘American nation’ and ‘American mind’ irrespective of it evok-
ing a palpable and immediate103 image of splendour ‘deemed fitting and proper
for the capital of the emerging American empire’.104 Thus Malls, alongside civic
centres, in esse came to define what American urban design was about: the
creation of grandiose architectonic productions, that is, processional sequences
of spaces and buildings arranged as orderly units as modelled on the theories
and practices of Daniel Burnham. Importantly too large-sized Malls, and the
monumental vistas along them, confirmed civic design as the only tool capable
of synthesizing governmental power, beauty and spatial order with high social
ideals.105 Moreover, to reference to Washington DC again, the civic nature of
the renewed capital city ensured that modern city designing was closely allied
to the language of urban governance and, decisively, this glued aesthetics and
spatial arranging to discourses on citizenship. As Daniel Burnham explained,
‘good citizenship is the prime object of good city planning.’106 Consequently
making the ‘new city’ by means of urban designing ‘will mean the making of a
new citizen’.

CIVIC DESIGN ANDNEW CITIES FOR THE PHILIPPINES

Defined as the art of architecture applied to town-building,107 civic design
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like any art comprises two components, these being its subject, i.e. its uses
and purposes, and its form.108 Of vital importance to understanding both the
subject and form of civic design in early 1900s American society was the func-
tional role and value of civic design109 because although it historically was
employed to beget urban beauty this alone by the start of the twentieth cen-
tury was deemed insufficient for US society’s demands. Civic design to modern
Americans had to make cities be visually pleasing and more utilitarian. How-
ever as much as civic design therefore sought to cultivate both beauty and
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convenience after 1893, it had a more expansive resonance110 and, significantly,
this gave it a deep social meaning and value. This, as Charles Mulford Robinson
articulated in the Architectural Record, was an outcome of the growth in confi-
dence and a strengthening of ideals American designers had when it came to
architectural planning undertakings,111 and as shall now be explained, this had
implications for America’s colonial city development policy. In the setting of
the Philippines, a place from 1899 to 1902 experiencing a brutal war112 between
the United States and a determined nationalist insurgency, the need to bring
peace,113 social stability and a life of industry rather than ‘a life of brigandage’114

took on overriding importance and civic design was not an idle component in
this process once conflict ended.
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In coming to terms with why civic design was applied to the Philippines
thought must be put not only upon the evolution of architecture in North
America but with the US government’s reaction to the Philippine-American
War, a conflict entirely justifiable given the American approach to ‘progress’.115

Three points in this regard must be made apparent. The first centres upon
America’s perseverance after 1902116 with the view that its brand of impe-
rialism was benevolent and that other lands could be remolded in its own
image,117 and secondly that there was a need for a unifying force over the dis-
parate people’s living within the Philippine Archipelago, which up to then had
meant a tribal rather than a national identity, and a retarded state of existence.
Thirdly, the Filipino incapacity for self-rule necessitated, according to the Amer-
icans, their presence. After all stated President McKinley, ‘I didn’t want the
Philippines [. . .] they came to us as a gift from the Gods’118; yet once in US
possession, the Americans felt a duty to ‘uplift’ the local population. However
as the Philippine-American War revealed, many Filipinos did not see the US
occupation in quite as positive a manner as the Americans did,119 and follow-
ing President McKinley’s assassination (in late 1901) the new president, the
imperialist-minded Theodore Roosevelt, reappraised Filipino nationalist fer-
vour and the threat it seemingly posed to the United States’ civilizing process.
Whereas in 1898–99 Americans saw the tribal nature of Filipino society as pre-
disposed to embrace offers of ‘civilization’ three years of an unforeseen war
coupled with a rise of racial hostility120 – US soldiers treating their ‘little brown
brother’ no better than a dog wrote the Philadelphia Ledger correspondent121 –
radically shifted the US mindset. By 1902 not only America’s experiences placed
the narrative of ‘benevolent assimilation’ right next to the violence, destruction
and bloodshed of an armed conflict, but the unexpected events of 1899–1902
confirmed in American eyes that Filipinos were tricky and uncivilized for fail-
ing to accept US ‘aid’.122 Henceforth a more aggressive approach to colonial
management would be offered, a strategy in President Roosevelt’s words that
would not only honour the American flag but ensure ‘the triumph of civiliza-
tion over forces that stand for the black chaos of savagery and barbarism.’123

Consequently colonial governance irrespective of ‘uplifting’ would now also
master the masses, or in Roosevelt’s words, speak softly yet carry a big stick.124

American authority would thus incorporate a greater degree of forcefulness that
would, if necessary, be dictatorial and two events in 1902–03 confirmed this.
The first relates to an outbreak of cholera in March 1902, a pestilence of war125

that killed an estimated 200,000 people in the following couple of years. As a
consequence the colonizers were left with no choice but to implement force-
ful health regulations, many of which contradicted existing local customs,126 in
order to stem the epidemic’s spread. The second centres upon the passing of
the Brigandage Act (1902) and Reconcentration Act (1903), repressive decrees
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that stigmatized Filipinos opposed to US ‘development’ as bandits, terrorists127

and insurgents, sanctioned military operations as part of policing the country
and permitted the holding of people in concentration camps.128
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Regardless of their appetite for imperialism it must be stressed that Amer-
icans were ‘awed, perplexed, and even somewhat frightened by the unfamiliar
environmental conditions of the Philippines’,129 a sense of fear heightened by
the physical and psychological effects of tropical diseases. As European colo-
nial empiricism from the nineteenth century had made explicit, to participate
in colonization meant considerable peril to one’s health130 and for the Amer-
icans their colony’s unhealthy environments and high death rate, 47 per 1000
in 1902,131 were seen as having both political and economic ramifications132

that required pressing management if US rule was to subsist. To safeguard
US authority two city plans were subsequently put forward. As a result, as
Jeffrey Cody pointed out, the Philippines was the ‘most noteworthy example
of how a significant American architect/planner became embroiled in refash-
ioning local space’.133 Notably though to date little has been said, and thus
little is still known, of this interaction between the reshaping of the Filipino
built environment and civic design. Importantly too few people are aware that
Philippine ‘improvement’ projects that used civic designing were put into being
along the lines the designers recommended, a scenario contrasting greatly with
urban plans proposed in America at the same time134 which, by and large, went
unfulfilled.

PLANS AFOOT

In 1904 the US government asked three Americans, Daniel Burnham, Freder-
ick Law Olmsted and Charles McKim, to each put forward an urban plan for
Manila, the capital city of the Philippines, which at that time had a popula-
tion of about 225,000.135 Of the three individuals Daniel Burnham was formally
instructed towards the end of that year to implement his proposal and at the
same time to create another scheme, for the settlement of Baguio, a moun-
tain outpost intended to function during the balmy hot season as the summer
capital city.

Conceived with pragmatic objectives,136 the development of Baguio and
redevelopment of Manila137 must be appreciated for their role in developing
Filipino society in a manner that replicated American society/contrasted greatly
with the country’s ‘uncivilized’ past. Working for free,138 given his understand-
ing that creating city plans in the Philippines was a patriotic duty, Burnham’s
urban projects, pet projects of Philippine Commissioner Taft,139 served a num-
ber of fundamental functions: they granted new environments with modern
buildings/institutions required for successful government; they helped symbol-
ize power; they would enable both the colonizers and colonized to have more
comfortable places to live which, amongst other things, would ‘educate’ Fil-
ipinos into appreciating that the ‘American way’, namely in terms of its liberty
and honest administration,140 was superior than what existed beforehand, i.e.
a corrupt political system, superstition and ignorance. However, this process
of ‘selling America’ was in many respects inevitable irrespective of the nature
of colonial politics. Considering Manila for a moment, it was a settlement
with a lengthy history of poor sanitation141 and by the early 1900s the city’s
buildings and infrastructure were in need of repair due to the impact of war.
Accordingly, it was identified as essential by both Americans and Filipinos142 to
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quickly fix its problems and so elevate existing living conditions notwithstand-
ing any need to adapt the city to the nation’s post-1898 political and cultural
condition.143 To accomplish the task of urban improvement (see figure 3), and
notably certify American imperial esteem,144 it was imperative to quickly sup-
ply amenities fundamental to urban life, e.g. good houses, public institutions
and schools,145 an efficient sewerage removal system, clean water supply, elec-
tricity, roads, street lighting and a buoyant economy, without which contested
Taft people would be ‘necessary savages, because society is impossible’.146 To
deliver this, and therefore make the city of a standard comparable to that in
North America,147 Burnham drew heavily upon his previous work in Chicago,
Washington DC and Cleveland, America’s commercial city par excellence,148

which in the milieu of contemporary imperial thinking would not only upgrade
the existing built environment of Manila but also bequeath an environmen-
tal archetype, an important point considering ‘the Filipinos needed a period of
tutelage in which more “advanced” Americans could help effect a “progressive
civilization” by instruction and example.’149
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Mixing American ideas of cultural superiority with political hegemony
Burnham’s plans for Baguio and Manila won much praise from the Ameri-
can media. According to the Inland Architect and News Record (1904d: 1) the
schemes would ‘in the years to come, develop civilizing influences side by side
with commercial advancement’.150 Yet to fully appreciate the broad meaning
of Burnham’s urban designs to the dissemination of civilization, it is crucial
not to neglect the American understanding of liberty, a matter that at face
value stands in contradiction to what imperialism was about. Therefore as

Figure 3: Burnham’s plan for Manila.
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Sonne (2004: 89) has explained it is imperative to recognize how the United
States rationalized its policies in places like the Philippines, and to be aware
of how its colonial ventures were a means to grant people emancipation
from their currently ‘backward’ existence. America’s colonial city development
schemes, asserts Sonne, given the perceived culturally, politically and econom-
ically advanced nature of American society would thus drive ‘unsophisticated
people’ into obtaining a higher state of being, i.e. one ‘compatible with Amer-
ican civilization’.151 As Frederick Howe in The City: The Hope of Democracy
highlighted, to achieve the goal of uplifting people beautiful cities152 had a cen-
tral function: ‘The modern city marks an epoch in our civilization. Through it,
a new society has been created [. . .] The modern city marks a revolution – a
revolution in industry, politics, society and life itself.’153 So what form was the
modern city to take in the Philippines?
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120 Kramer, P. A. (2006),
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To understand the urban forms of Manila and Baguio it is necessary to
grasp both the pragmatic and symbolic elements of Burnham’s schemes in the
United States and the Philippines, and to realize that one part of these city
plans contained abstract and practical dimensions in spatial and structural con-
struct: the civic centre. As to why the civic centre, the core physical, moral and
cultural concept of modern American urban designing, came to assume such
importance is open for debate. No one single answer may be given for this
occurrence although authors such as Fairfield and Peterson154 have suggested
two reasons: the quest to idealize citizenship encouraged the understanding
that public buildings should be grouped and visible from all parts of the settle-
ment; the architectural goal of post-White City America was to group public
buildings into impressive ensembles. In Manila and Baguio this custom of
grouping civic edifices was maintained so that, to paraphrase Charles Mulford
Robinson, the local communities could look physically and symbolically up to
their governmental institutions,155 and likewise the civil servants could look
out to the people whom they serve.156 At Manila, as now shall be explained, a
huge governmental district sited near the historic walled quarter was suggested
so that ultimately, as the Philippine Commission instructed, the United States
could succeed in governing its colony and realize the aspirations and ideals of
the local population.157

On the topic of the Manila’s civic centre, it was to comprise a collec-
tion of stone-built public buildings,158 the Government Group as they were
called, which were to be arranged on strict axial lines so as to form a single,
ordered architectural unit. At one end of this district was to be placed a circu-
lar plaza from whose centre would branch out boulevards to different parts of
the city. The public buildings about the plaza all faced towards the centre of the
space, marked by statuary, whose position was determined by the central align-
ment of the front elevation of the Capitol building, ‘the symbol of the nation’s
power’159 – this axis continuing through the Capitol and its dome to a small
Mall at its rear, the alignment thus presenting a vista to Manila Bay. Pertaining
to the boulevards radiating from the Government Group (figure 4) they would
reach to the suburbs, in so doing offering what Burnham described as prag-
matic and sentimental benefits: ‘practical because the centre of governmental
activity should be readily accessible from all sides [of the city]; sentimental
because every section of the Capital City should look with deference towards
the symbol of the nation’s power’.160

As valuable as Burnham’s Government Group was to his plan for Manila
he also gave special mention to other elements of society, e.g. legal institu-
tions and parks. Thus using buildings such as the Palace of Justice to act as a
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Figure 4: Manila’s Government Group with (left) the Intramuros, an icon of old
Manila which had little changed from the 1600s, sited thus alongside the new civic
core with its remit to bring ‘development’ to the Philippines.

symbol of an evolved culture,161 Burnham envisaged its beauty and monumen-
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tality would constitute visibly dignified expressions of law and power. Hence it,
and other public buildings, ‘should be given the utmost beauty in their loca-
tion, arrangement, architectural treatment and approaches’.162 Thus in terms of
their location the edifices were to be distributed through the city so that peo-
ple as they moved about the urban environment could be constantly reminded
of art, law, order and ‘progress’. On the matter of parks Burnham intended to
disperse nine of them around Manila, open areas bound together by boule-
vards lined with plants ‘so as to permit a continuous journey entirely around
the city from park to park without losing at any point the refreshment of green
foliage’.163 Within the parks fountains, of the type seen in Rome and Wash-
ington DC, and lakes were to be found, thereby offering refreshment from the
tropical climate although in the context of the early 1900s the parks were to
have other functions. As the City Beautiful Movement and American Park and
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Outdoor Art Association had emphasized, ideally parks not only made urban
environments prettier but also encouraged social interaction. This was under-
stood to inspire citizens to equate civic beauty with pride, cultural cohesion and
social equality.164 Consequently new civic values could be manifest, with this
raising of civic morality being supported by, for instance, an extensive school
system. Whereas the Church was the symbol of Spanish colonial rule, the park,
civic centre and school were intended to be icons of American colonialism in
the Philippines.

125 Smallman-Raynor, M.
and Cliff, A. D.
(1998), ‘The
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126 Anon (1902), ‘The
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Manila Times, 15
April, Anon (1905),
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Times, 5 October.
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xii–xiii.
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of such regulations
led to William Taft,
America’s most
important politician
in the Philippines
up to 1904
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reputation amongst
the Filipino
population. In the 3
October 1904 article
in The Manila Times,
‘How Filipinos View
Taft’, with regard to
social problems it
was remarked: ‘Taft
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Filipinos] with
being the source of
current evils’.

129 Reed, R. R. (1976),
The City of Pines:
The Origins of
Baguio as a Colonial
Hill Station and
Regional Capital,
p. 68.

130 Reed, The City of
Pines: The Origins of
Baguio as a Colonial
Hill Station and
Regional Capital,
p. 71.

131 Roosevelt, ‘What we
can expect of The
American Boy’, St
Nicholas, p. 164.

In Manila, Burnham laboured to adapt the large city to the shifting circum-
stances caused by the arrival of Americans, venturing to make Manila ‘not only
the queen of the Philippine islands [. . .] but the purest gem in the constellation
of cities in the far eastern Pacific ocean’,166 the ‘Pearl of the Orient’. For Baguio
the situation contrasted somewhat. Baguio167 was an entirely new settlement
(figure 5), one designed for just 25,000 citizens. Furthermore its conceptual ori-
gin was not American but Spanish,168 and whilst the crux of the Manila Plan
concerned adapting western planning ideas to suit existing urban conditions in
Baguio, there was a much freer opportunity to employ urban design, a chance
to compose ‘plans untrammeled by any but natural conditions’.169

Located at 5000 feet above sea level and surrounded by mountains, hence
the Los Angeles Times (1924) described it as Switzerland in the tropics,170

and with a climate akin to New England,171 Baguio offered the possibility to
establish a city that granted respite from the hostile tropical climate,172 and con-
solidate US colonial authority in orderly built environmental form. Developed
as a miniature of L’Enfant’s Washington DC,173 Baguio’s plan (figure 6) although
geometric in form utilized the undulating local topography to proclaim the
virtues of US imperialism.174 For example, the civic core consisted of two clus-
ters of public buildings, one group belonging to state government and the other

Figure 5: An early 1900s photograph of Baguio prior to the implementation
Burnham’s city plan.
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Figure 6: (A) Burnham’s plan for Baguio and (B) photograph of the town’s central
axis in 1925.

the municipal authority – municipal governments175 being the seats where Fil-
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133 Cody, J. W. (2003),
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134 Peterson, ‘The mall,
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135 Moore, C. (1921),
Daniel H.
Burnham:
Architect, Planner
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pp. 179–80.

136 The two city plans
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Burnham’s plan
intended to
develop the
waterfront and
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for governmental
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summer resorts
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transport
purposes. In
Baguio
Burnham’s
scheme had three
goals: provide a
new street
system; grant
suitable locations
for buildings
(private and
public) of
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bestow recreation
areas, e.g. parks
and esplanades.

137 In January 1902 The
Washington Star
described Manila
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See ‘Honolulu to
Hawaii’, 17
January 1902.

138 Lachica, E. (1968),
‘Burnham’s plan
for Manila’,
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Herald, 26 July.

ipinos would be tutored in ‘practical political education’ so as to demonstrate
their fitness for self-administration176 – each arranged in a geometric manner
sited on hilltops facing each other from opposite ends of a valley.177 This, like
the Government Group in Manila, not only bestowed a sense of visibility and
so dominance of the US administration but through orienting Baguio towards
its hilltop buildings Burnham was able to permit his civic core to define the
local urban image without intruding upon the beautiful natural surroundings:
‘The intention is to carry through the lines of the streets to commanding points
on the hillsides and thus permit the location of monumental buildings.’178 By
utilizing the hills Burnham was able, in the words of Sonne (2004: 93), to make
full use of the characteristics of the site so as to create a pertinent expression
of the political message the settlement was to declare,179 and this set an urban
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precedence later taken up by Walter Burley Griffin (in 1913) with the plan for
Canberra in Australia, whose central axis was formed between the peaks of
Mount Ainslie and Bimberi and marked by a broad Mall.
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October 1905, p.
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Asia.
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The Baguio Plan, similar to the Manila Plan, was regarded as an affair of
national importance180 as it would, amongst other things, open up of the North
Luzon economy.181 It would, to quote Burnham, maintain the pace of national
development,182 and represent the dignity of the United States.183 Although
much smaller in demographic and spatial extent than the plan for Manila, the
plan for Baguio brought into existence many of the key components found
in the larger sister city. One such component were parks, the most central of
which was the Mall-like Burnham Park located on the central axis of the civic
core at the heart of Baguio’s valley,184 and where possible a geometric street
system was laid down to help supply ‘a set of approaches of unmistakable
dignity’.185 Roads though provided vistas not only towards prominent buildings
but in the context of civilization-building, their presence revealed the impor-
tance of transportation to economic development. As senior statesman Elihu
Root noted, the United States had an unquestionable duty to provide Filipinos
with ‘opportunities for development in civilization’,186 and accordingly roads,
port facilities and where possible rail lines had to be built. But, in light of the
mountain terrain at Baguio, Burnham was not able, as was the case in Manila,
to lay out an urban morphology monopolized by straight, wide boulevards. In
Baguio the road-planning system had to suit the unique nature of the settle-
ment’s site. What’s more the inaccessibility of Baguio to the train meant no
railway station could be built and so no formal, central gate to the city could
be constructed. Instead Burnham created a different entrance to the city, a tram
terminus at the urban fringe, from which a thoroughfare would turn and then
run directly towards the heart of the settlement. This, he said, would ‘make an
imposing and fitting entrance to the city’.187

CONCLUSION

A narrative of American civic design and its practice in the 1890s and early
1900s has been presented. Significance has been given to the design model
suggested by Daniel Burnham which, as shown, was employed to cultivate the
advancement of society given the realization by the late 1800s that the city had
‘become a tremendous agency for human advancement’.188 Testing principles
of urban design firstly in Chicago and then in Washington DC,189 Burnham
permitted from 1893 a new urban experience to emerge which, significantly, by
1904–05 with the creation of city plans for Manila and Baguio, extended beyond
the North American continent. This new experience, typified by the notion that
modern cities should have ordered urban forms with civic centres190 placed
at their cores, in the aforesaid setting of the evolution of American society191

and its social problems meant that cities not only became more beautiful and
green but assumed new meanings of power, culture, modernity and identity.
Civic design in such a framework had political relevance due to its perceived
capacities to augment, for instance, citizenship.

Vital in appreciating civic design’s implementation in the Philippines was
the American desire to colonize in order to instruct the local population. As
President McKinley made clear when the Philippine Commission was set up
in 1899, ‘the Philippines are not ours to exploit, but to develop, to civilize, to
educate.’192 This call of duty, alongside discourse on Filipino tribalism and the
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alleged superior character of Saxon institutions and peoples,193 was a funda-
mental factor in grasping what America did in the Philippines, and as has been
outlined earlier America strove to create a new nation in East Asia based around
the education of Filipinos in ‘practical political education’. To accomplish this
goal public institutions, like those found in urban locales in North America,
were required as a matter of course; yet due to the circumstances of the era new
symbolic and social capital was produced, and new forms of identity autho-
rized through Classical buildings and spatial forms being built/laid down for
the first time in Manila, Baguio and subsequently other settlements originally
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founded by the Spanish.194 Accordingly state-funded city plans endorsed impe-
rial politics and helped push the Philippines towards a path of ‘progress’ never
seen before in the archipelago even though, from the Filipino perspective, the
American standpoint lacked understanding of the native context.

As to the structural nature of early modern civic design in the Philip-

154 Fairfield, The Public
and its Possibilities:
Triumphs and
Tragedies in the
American City, p.
149; Peterson, ‘The
mall, the McMillan
Plan, and the origins
of American city
planning’, pp.
156–57.

155 As part of his plan for
Manila, Burnham
suggested a number
of groups of
buildings. These
would include
groups of buildings
associated with

pines, it was guided by one individual – Daniel Burnham. Notably, Burnham’s
idea of a modern colonial city fitted neatly into the US administrative frame-
work, and although civil servants disagreed on the direction of many projects
when it came to issues of urban betterment, a consensus was evident. Burn-
ham’s plans received almost no resistance from Americans or Filipinos. What’s
more one important point about Burnham’s personality and the colonial setting
should not be forgotten. America, from 1898, set itself huge goals for cultur-
ally, politically and economically developing the Philippines, and this translated
into numerous large-scale projects. Rail, road, port, school and city-building
schemes, i.e. transport, architecture and urban planning, were all envisaged on
monumental scales and this fitted neatly into Burnham’s own call of duty and
thought pattern of doing things big,195 because small projects he believed had
little capacity to stir people’s emotions. Notably, for many Americans to think
in grand terms was imperative where the Philippines was concerned because
it was, in their opinion, such an uncivilized place. To think big could provide
immediate social benefits to America’s ‘sons in exile’ which, as the Philippine
school exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St Louis (1904) explic-
itly demonstrated, granted direct movement up the ‘parade of evolutionary
progress’.196

In drawing this work to a close, it is important not to fail to see colonial
administration operations within a wide variety of public-orientated fields at
the start of the 1900s. Commonly, as Roosevelt (1937: 164) and Lopez (1966:
19–24) have highlighted,197 the achievements of this broad strategy in the early
years of the last century centre upon health and education projects. But without
downplaying these matters, and their accomplishments, what of civic design?
It, like health and education, had few parallels in either the Philippine or global
history of imperialism in the period c. 1900–14, a time when urban planning
was being professionalized. Additionally, civic design was used to elevate the
moral and cultural state of society, and this coupled with rising patriotism198

gave it a vitality and purpose that overlapped with many social themes that
in turn stimulated new discourse on citizenship and social control. In many
respects Burnham’s grand urban plans, said by critics like Lewis Mumford199 to
be all form and no content, at least in the context of the Philippines did contain
a great deal of substance and meaning. They provided the Americans with an
outlet to work with a culture and people outside the orbit of their own soci-
ety and so western civilization. More importantly civic design was an essential
element in the US pattern of state-building, so if examining the ‘civilizing’,
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‘developing’ and ‘tutoring’ of the Philippines and its peoples, civic spaces and
buildings must be studied.
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